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Text Anonymization

● Anonymizing texts is important to keep inline with the GDPR and protects 
individual’s privacy.

● There has been work recently on improving automatic anonymization of text.
● However, there is no metrics or techniques to distinguish how well a text is 

anonymized or whether it would withstand re-identification.



Main Idea

● This PhD project will look at creating adversaries to anonymization.
● Using Retrieval-based transformers as base models.
● The retrieval database will act as a proxy to the background knowledge of the 

attacker.
● Using “reasoning steps” to improve re-identification



Retrieval-based transformers

https://ai.stanford.edu/blog/retrieval-based-NLP/

https://ai.stanford.edu/blog/retrieval-based-NLP/


● One such retrieval-based transformer is the RETROformer from the paper 
“Improving language models by retrieving from trillions of tokens” (Borgeaud 
et al., 2021).

● Creates a key-text database, where the key is a BERT encoding of a chunk of 
text and the text is the chunk plus its continuation.

● Find the top-k neighbours by finding the closest keys in euclidean distance to 
the input text chunks. 

● Uses a chunked cross-attention every 3rd layer to pass the information to the 
transformer.

RETRO



Dataset

● Initial dataset will the anonymized wikipedia biographies.
● We will use the 553 anonymized biographies from “Bootstrapping Text 

Anonymization Models with Distant Supervision”.
● In addition, we will use an anonymization technique for the other biographies 

(Yet to be determined).
● Given the wikipedia biographies are usually included during the training of 

models, use non-retrieval model as re-identifier.



Databases as Background knowledge

● The rest of the wikipedia dump will be used as background knowledge.
● We will use the database to emulate the amount of knowledge available to an 

attacker.
● 4 potential levels:

a. The wikipedia dump without biographies
b. Subset of the wikipedia dump without the biographies
c. Subset (or full) wikipedia dump with the biographies
d. Only the biographies



Re-identification task

● An anonymized documents consists of multiple text spans.
● These can be:

○ Direct identifiers (name, ID number, bank account, etc.)
○ Quasi-identifiers (gender, date of birth, city living in, etc.)

● The goal of re-identification is finding the individual the text is about.
● The task will work by reasoning steps, where each step is re-identifying one 

masked span.
● Once all spans are re-identified, the model will output a individuals direct 

identifier. 



Re-identification task (Ranker model)

● Input: Anonymized text and list of potential candidates
● Output: Ranked list of the potential candidates depending on the likelihood 

the text is about the candidate.
● Re-identification strategy:

○ Identify masked spans one-by-one.
○ Use a beam search of size n at each step.
○ For each give the top-k possibilities.
○ Use each to get top-k next masked span.
○ Rank potential candidates after all spans re-identified.



Re-identification task (Seq2Seq model)

● Input: Anonymized text with special tokens for masked spans (span1, span2, …)
● Output: A list of re-identified masked spans and the person who the text is about.
● Re-identification task:

○ Similar to machine translation, where the translation is the person who the 
text is about.

○ Using special tokens to indicate which masked spans to start re-identifying.



Evaluating Strength of Anonymization Techniques

● Once the model is developed and trained on the re-identification task, we can 
test it on different anonymization techniques to judge their strength.

● Using the same text but anonymized with different methods.
● Using the same database to keep the attacker knowledge constant.
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